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Messe Stuttgart India and Fastener Manufacturers 
Association of India Join Forces to Present FASTNEX 2024 - 

An Unparalleled Platform Showcasing the Advancements in 
the Fastener Industry 

 
 
[Ludhiana, India, 26 July 2023] - Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH, the renowned international trade fair 
organizer, and Fastener Manufacturers Association of India (FMAI), a distinguished association 
representing the fastener manufacturing industry, are proud to announce their partnership with 
FASTNEX 2024. This landmark event in Ludhiana’s Hotel Silver Stone solidifies their commitment to 
collaborate on the highly anticipated event, scheduled to take place at BIEC, Bengaluru, from 19th to 
23rd January 2024. 

 
Marking its debut, FASTNEX offers an exclusive platform to showcase cutting-edge innovations and 
solutions spanning the entire spectrum of the fastener industry. Encompassing both industrial 
applications and residential requisites, the exhibition will feature a diverse array of components, 
including flanges, nuts, bolts, pattern manufacturing machines, and state-of-the-art products. This 
showcase will encompass the broad spectrum of fasteners while spotlighting the latest technological 
advancements.  
FASTNEX holds paramount significance for professionals within the industry, providing them with a 
vital avenue to exhibit products, acquire sector knowledge, cultivate partnerships, and broaden their 
business connections. Through its inclusive displays, insightful programs, and networking prospects, 
this trade fair assumes a pivotal role in propelling India's fastener and fixing sectors forward, thereby 
contributing substantively to the broader expansion of the manufacturing domain.  
 
 
The alliance between Messe Stuttgart India and FMAI sets the stage for a dynamic and influential 
platform that will unite industry leaders, professionals, and innovators in the fastener domain. By 
fostering cooperation and leveraging each other's strengths, FASTNEX 2024 promises to be an 
unparalleled showcase of the latest advancements in fasteners and related technologies. 
 
This partnership outlines a collaborative framework that aligns the shared goals, responsibilities, and 
commitments of both entities towards the successful organization and promotion of FASTNEX 2024. 
This partnership signifies a significant step towards creating a vibrant ecosystem for the fastener 
industry, inspiring growth, and excellence. 
 
The event was witnessed by esteemed representatives of the fastener manufacturing industry. Present 
at the event were prominent figures like FMAI Chairman, Mr Mohinder Paul Jain from J . K Mohindra 
Industries; FMAI President, Mr Narinder Singh Bhamra from New Star Industries; Mr Raj Kumar Singla, 
Shiv Products; Mr Bharpur Singh, B.R.K.Inds; Mr R.K.Oberoi, Bull Fastener; Mr Atul Sethi, Atul Inds; Mr 
Garish Gupta, Pioneer Nut & Bolt; Mr Kuldeep Singh, Kay Hi-Tech Engineers Pvt Ltd; Mr Jugal Kishore, 
Jay Tee Fasteners; Naveen Gupta, T.R.Bolts; Gurjit Singh, Gurjit Ind Corp; Baljit Singh, Matharoo 
Industrial Works and Mr Rishi Gupta from Kova Fasteners Pvt Ltd. 
Alongside them, several other prominent figures from the fastener manufacturing sector namely Mr 
Ajay Aggarwal, J.K Fasteners; Mr Anil Chabbra, Arsh Inds; Mr Jagjit Singh, Coldmatic(India); Mr Devi 
Dass, DEVI DASS IND; Mr Harjit Singh, Jeet Ind; Mr Honey Sethi, Avighan A.B. Steels Pvt Ltd; Mr Karan 



Lamba, Karna International; Mr Munish Gupta, Mitra Precise Forge Pvt Ltd; Mr Maninder Singh, 
Perfect Inds; Mr N.P Singh, Engineers International; Mr Rajesh Kumar, Aggar Udyog; Mr Raghbir Singh, 
Tecnomac India; Mr Neeraj Chabbra, Chabbra Forgings; Mr Sukhchain Singh, Thukral Products; Mr 
Gaurav Arora, Standard Fasteners; Mr Lalit Aggarwal, Pooja Steels; Mr Karamjit Singh, J.K Bolts Inds; 
Mr Pulkit Loomba, Nandini Precision Fasteners; Mr Sarabjit Singh, Jeet Enterprises; Mr Pankaj 
Aggarwal, Shri Krishna Fasteners; Mr Pawan Garg, Shri Balaji Exports; Mr Jaswinder Singh, A L Cold 
Forge Pvt Ltd; Mr Sachin Gupta, Ganpati Fasteners; Mr Ravish Gupta, Souvenir International; Mr 
Gaurav Jain, Chittra Inds and Mr Gurnaib Singh, Malwa Steels graced the occasion, expressing their 
support and enthusiasm for this collaborative endeavour. Representing Messe Stuttgart India were 
Division Director, Mr Mukesh Khaira; Mr P. Suresh Babu, Project Director – FASTNEX 2024; Mr Hitesh 
Khanna, Assistant Project Manager – FASTNEX 2024; Ms Oyindrila Ghosh, Head of Marketing and 
Communications, Messe Stuttgart India; Ms Vainshi Khatiyan, Social Media Manager and Video 
Content Producer, Messe Stuttgart India.  
 
 
FASTNEX 2024 is envisioned as an all-encompassing platform, empowering participants to engage in 
knowledge sharing, explore innovative solutions, and foster meaningful business collaborations. With 
participation from leading players like Messe Stuttgart India and FMAI, the event is set to provide 
unparalleled opportunities for industry stakeholders to network and create new growth avenues. 
 
As the journey towards FASTNEX 2024 begins, Messe Stuttgart India and FMAI are committed to 
orchestrating a world-class event, surpassing all expectations. This collaborative effort is driven by the 
shared vision of catalyzing advancements in the fastener industry and contributing to its global 
significance. 
 
Together, Messe Stuttgart India and FMAI are poised to curate an unmissable event that will redefine 
the fastener industry's future and leave an indelible mark on the domain. 
 
For more information and updates, please visit the official FASTNEX 2024 website at 
http://www.fastnex-india.com. 
 

About Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH  

Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH (Messe Stuttgart) is one of the leading international trade fair 
companies with expertise in organizing high-quality events and exhibitions across a wide range of 
industries. Located in Stuttgart, Germany, the venue offers state-of-the-art facilities and services to 
exhibitors and visitors alike. With over 80 years of experience, Messe Stuttgart has established itself 
as a reliable partner for businesses looking to showcase their products and services, meet potential 
clients, and explore new markets.  

Messe Stuttgart's portfolio of events includes industry-specific trade fairs, consumer shows, and 
conventions that cover a wide range of topics, such as automotive, machinery, technology, lifestyle, 
and more. With a team of experienced professionals, Messe Stuttgart provides comprehensive 
support to exhibitors, from planning and logistics to marketing and promotion.  

Messe Stuttgart, having already established its subsidiaries in the USA, China and Turkey, aims to 
expand its global reach and provide a platform for businesses in India to connect with international 
markets and showcase their products and services to a wider audience. Messe Stuttgart India will 
bring the same level of expertise and professionalism that has made Messe Stuttgart a leading 
international trade fair company.  
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About Faster Manufacturers Association of India: 
 
Faster Manufacturers Association of India (FMAI) is a prominent association representing the interests 
of the fastener manufacturing industry in India. With a focus on fostering growth, excellence, and 
industry collaboration, FMAI plays a crucial role in shaping the future of the fastener domain. 
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